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                      30-Day iFIT Trial Included
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            Our Coaches Recommendation.
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                    Floor Mat

                    
                      
                        
                      
                      £99
                    

                    Durable vinyl construction provides superior protection beneath treadmills, bikes, steppers and more. Dimensions 200L x 100W cm.
                    
                    
                    
                      Add it
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                    iFit Pro Subscription Offer

                    
                      
                        £408
                      
                      £349
                    

                    SPECIAL OFFER: Save £59 on a 1-year iFIT Pro subscription when purchased with your NordicTrack equipment.
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Two ways to pay:

                    (select at checkout)

                  
                  

	


	
		
			
					£2,199

			  
						
				
 Or 

						
			  

					
						£/mo. 

						over  months

						0% APR representative T&Cs Apply

						
						
								Learn More [image: ]
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                Bring the full training experience to your home.

                
                  
                      
                        
                          
                            



  	In-home, trainer-led studio sessions with iFIT
	Outdoor workouts following personal trainers
	Trainers can automatically control the speed, incline, and decline to match workout
	Ever-growing library of exciting & motivating workouts
	Includes a 30-Day iFIT Trial packed full of on-demand fitness (£34 value on us).
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		0% Finance Available
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      Experience Personal Training in Your Living Room

    
    Take your training to the next level with an iFIT Family membership on the Pro 2000 treadmill. Engage in a whole new workout experience as streamed personal trainers lead you in studio classes and take you all around the world, automatically controlling your treadmill’s speed, incline, and decline to give you a unique, hands-free workout.

  


              
            
        
      
    
      
        
            
              
                
  
  Discover the Trainer-Led Workouts
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            Interactive training
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            Studio classes
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            Scenic locations
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            Cross-training
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            Interval training
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            Variety of trainers
            
          
        

        
          
        
        
          
        
      

    

  



              
            
        
      
    
      
        
            
              
                


              
            
        
      
    
      
        
            
              
                
  30-Day iFIT Trial Included ◊
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      Interactive training sessions

      iFIT trainers move your transformation forward by interacting with and controlling the Pro 2000’s speed, incline, and decline.

    

    
      [image: Global and Studio Class Workouts]
      Global and Studio Class Workouts

      See the world while you run through cities and trails, or get pushed in a studio class, all while being led by a personal trainer in your home.

    

    
      [image: Connected Fitness Tracking]
      Connected Fitness Tracking

      Check your progress as every training session is automatically recorded and even used to influence future fitness plans.

    

  



              
            
        
      
    
      
        
            
              
                
  ◊iFIT experience shown. WiFi required. Credit Card required for activation. iFIT Membership auto-renews for £34. unless canceled in advance. New memberships only.



              
            
        
      
    
      
        
            
              
                


              
            
        
      
    
      
        
            
              
                
  
  Discover Comfort
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      Step Down for a Soft Landing

      We know your landing space should help you work out longer and more comfortably. The roomy 51 x 152 cm deck is built with ReBound Pro™ cushioning, which is designed to give your legs a landing surface with more give, so you can exercise with more comfort.
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      Keep Cool Under Pressure

      Whether you're looking for a quick jog or a high-intensity long distance run, the built-in CoolAire™ workout fan is there to keep you on track. Adjust your level of breeze with a single push of a button and you’ll be feeling the wind through your hair--so to speak.

    

  


              
            
        
      
    
      
        
            
              
                
  
  Perfect for the Home
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      From Couch to 5K—All in the Same Room

      The best training comes from following someone who knows what they’re doing. And what better place to work out than inside your home? With interactive personal training and a machine that’s designed for your home, an iFIT Family membership brings knowledge and convenience to the Pro 2000.
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      Maximize Your Space

      We know it can be difficult to create space for a home gym, so we designed the Pro 2000 with SpaceSaver® Design, which means you can conveniently fold the deck up and out of the way. And with EasyLift™ Assist, you can use the built-in, powerful shock to help you lift the deck with an easy push.

    

  


              
            
        
      
    
      
        
            
              
                
  
  Fitness That Holds Your Attention
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    10” of Swipeable High Definition

    The best training comes from following someone who knows what they’re doing. And what better place to work out than inside your home? With interactive personal training and a machine that’s designed for your home, an iFIT Family membership brings knowledge and convenience to the Pro 2000.

  



              
            
        
      
    

    


    
      Tech Specs

      
        
        
          
            Technology

            Expand All
          

          
            
              iFIT

            

            
              
                30-Day iFIT Trial Included

                
                  
                
              

              Engage in a whole new fitness experience as certified personal trainers take your exercise around the world while automatically adjusting the speed, incline, and decline on your machine.



            

          

          
            
              Display

            

            
              
                10” Smart HD Touchscreen

                
                  
                
              

              Stay captivated and motivated as you follow along with your favorite trainers guiding your workout through beautiful scenery around the world. With this high-definition 10” touchscreen, it’s also easy to swipe through and view your workout stats.


            

          

          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
        

        
        
          
            Engineering

            Expand All
          

          
          
          
            
              Motor

            

            
              
                3.25 CHP2 Mach Z™

                  
                    
                  
                

              Choose the motor that will run with you from Chicago to Cape Town. Smooth. Powerful. Durable. Proven. The 3.25 CHP Mach Z™ motor stays cool through the toughest workouts; creates high levels of inertia for a smooth, powerful feel; and promises a quiet in-home experience. Great for heavy use, this motor is built with high-quality components.


            

          

          
            
              Tread Belt

            

            
              
                51 x 152 cm

                  
                    
                  
                

              Give your legs plenty of room to get moving. The extended 152 cm length is long enough to let you stretch out your stride, and the huge 51 cm width provides you with loads of comfortable elbow room. To ensure our treadmills are top quality, we test each belt for one million cycles at double the user weight before release.


            

          

          
            
              Speed

            

            
              
                0 – 19 km QuickSpeed® Button Control

                  
                    
                  
                

              Not everybody likes to run at 19km per hour. But it’s nice to know this treadmill can totally handle it. Thanks to a bigger motor size, we are pretty proud of this machine’s 19km top speed. Our in-home efficiency booster means you can run every day without using excessive amounts of electricity. And the convenient QuickSpeed® buttons let you adjust your intensity instantly, so you can stay focused through every step of your workout.


            

          

          
            
              Incline

            

            
              
                -3% Decline to 12% Incline QuickSpeed® Button Control

                  
                    
                  
                

              We consider incline training the treadmill game changer—you can realistically condition your body for those challenging uphill routes. The Pro 2000 offers powered, automatic incline and decline adjustability. When you train with incline, you know you’re giving your legs the best workout possible on a treadmill.


            

          

          
            
              Cushioning

            

            
              
                ReBound Pro™ Cushioning

                  
                    
                  
                

              Our No. 1 goal is to provide a comfortable run—and a comfortable walk. Every treadmill we release is equipped with cushioning throughout the deck area. Our patented shock absorbers keep the impact to a minimum, so as you walk, jog, or run, your legs will be thanking you. With less stress on your feet, ankles, knees, and hips, you’ll be able to enjoy a longer workout and faster recovery time.


            

          

          
            
              Rollers

            

            
              
                1.9” Precision-Balanced

                  
                    
                  
                

              We know that a quality product is all about the details. That’s why we’ve built the Pro 2000 with huge precision-machined, balanced, non-flex rollers. These decrease tension, which keeps wear and tear to a minimum. You’ll also notice less noise and better grip.


            

          

          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
        

        
        
          
            Comfort

            Expand All
          

          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
            
              Folding Deck

            

            
              
                SpaceSaver® Design with EasyLift™ Assist

                  
                    
                  
                

              We know you like your house to be clutter-free. So we invented a treadmill that folds up and out of the way when you’re done with your workout. It totally rocked the fitness industry; but honestly, we’re just glad you don’t have to sacrifice your living space for your fitness habit anymore. And as an added bonus, we built in a powerful shock that helps you lift the deck with an easy push.


            

          

          
            
              Fan

            

            
              
                CoolAire™ Fan

                  
                    
                  
                

              Our built-in CoolAire™ fan keeps your workout comfortable from the moment you step onto the deck to the moment you step off. Choose from two speed settings for instant control—because one of the joys of indoor workouts is climate control. Even if it’s raining, foggy, blazing hot, or bad air quality outside—you’ll be comfortable inside.


            

          

          
            
              Audio

            

            
              
                Bluetooth®3 Audio Capabilities with Dual 2” Speakers

                  
                    
                  
                

              Tune in to a better sound system. The built-in Bluetooth connectivity allows you to sync up and listen to your entertainment at a higher volume. The built-in dual 2-inch speakers let you hear your music or videos wirelessly with even less complication. Experts have learned that we actually increase or decrease our pace to match the tempo of our tunes. Plus, music has also been proven to lower perceived exertion. That’s great news.


            

          

          
          
          
          
          
          
          
        

        
        
          
            Additional

            Expand All
          

          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
            
              Warranty

            

            
              
                2 Year parts and labour, 5 year motor (parts only), Lifetime frame guarantee

                  
                    
                  
                

              We want to help you protect your investment. That’s why we try to go above and beyond with our product warranties. The Pro 2000 is protected with a 2 Year parts and labour, 5 year motor (parts only) and Lifetime frame guarantee upon warranty registration within 28 days of purchase.


            

          

          
            
              Footprint

            

            
              
                Product Dimensions - 196L x 89W x 151H cm

                  
                

              
            

          

          
            
              Boxed Footprint

            

            
              
                Boxed Dimensions - 212L x 82W x 37H cm

                  
                

              
            

          

          
            
              Folded Dimensions

            

            
              
                Folded Dimensions - 114L x 89W x 176H cm

                  
                

              
            

          

          
            
              Product Weight

            

            
              
                Product Weight - 100kg

                  
                

              
            

          

          
            
              Product Weight

            

            
              
                Boxed Weight - 119kg

                  
                

              
            

          

          
            
              Max User Weight

            

            
              
                Max User Weight 136kg

                  
                    
                  
                

              Built with the whole family in mind, the Pro 2000 treadmill accommodates up to 136 kg.



            

          

        

      

    
    
      




	
		1. iFIT experience shown. WiFi required. Once your order has been placed your iFIT account will be automatically created. Credit Card required for activation. iFIT Membership auto-renews for £34. unless canceled in advance. New memberships only.
		

		2. Continuous Horsepower (“CHP”) is a term used in the treadmill industry for consumer comparison purposes. The CHP rating is measured in laboratory testing using a dynamometer, which measures the mechanical power of the motor. The CHP rating does not denote the operational horsepower of the treadmill in ordinary household use. In ordinary household use, the motor does not operate at the horsepower shown.
		

		3. The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by iFIT Health & Fitness is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.
		

	





    
    
    
      
    
    
    
    
    
      
    
        Free Info

        
          
        
    

    
        
            Free Consultation

        

        ProForm fitness consultants are a great resource for helping you choose the right ProForm product.

        
        
            
                
                    First Name
                    
                

                
                    Last Name
                    
                

            

            
                
                    *Email Address
                    
                

                
                    Phone Number
                    
                

            

            
                Day and time of desired callback
                
                
                    Choose a day
Friday 5 April 2024
Monday 8 April 2024
Tuesday 9 April 2024
Wednesday 10 April 2024
Thursday 11 April 2024
Friday 12 April 2024
Monday 15 April 2024


                

                
                    from 9 to 10 am
from 10 to 11 am
from 11 to 12 am
from 12 to 1 pm
from 1 to 2 pm
from 2 to 3 pm
from 3 to 4 pm
from 4 to 5 pm


                

            

            
                *Street Address:
                
            

             

            
              Call Me
            

            This call may be recorded for Training or Quality Purposes.

        

        

    

    
        
            Free Info Kit

        

        Type in your email address if you want us to send you a free information kit.

        
        
            Check that both email addresses are correct

            
            
                *Email Address
                
            

            

            
                *Confirm Email Address
                
            

            
                
                * Please send me emails and SMS providing fitness tips, discounts, offers and reminders from ProForm to the email address provided above.
            

            
                *Street Address:
                
            

            Send Me Info
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              Payment Options 
That Work For You

              
              
                
                  
                    

                    PAY NOW

                    12 Equal Payments On Qualifying Purchases†

                    36 Equal Payments On Qualifying Purchases†

                  

                  
                    MACHINE

                    
                      GBP1499.00
                    

                    
                      GBP1499.00
                    

                    
                      GBP1499.00
                    

                  

                  
                    SUBSCRIPTION

                    Included 
($396 value)

                    
                    Included 
($396 value)

                    $792 
36 month Subscription 
1st year included

                  

                  
                    Total

                    
                        GBP1499.00
                    

                    
                      GBP125
                      /mo - 0% APR for 12 Months With Equal Payments
(Total GBP1499.00)
                    

                    
                      GBP64
                      /mo - 0% APR for 36 Months With Equal Payments
(Total GBP2291.00)
                      
                        Other repayment periods and subscription offers are available. Please call 888-308-9616 to learn more.
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              Payment Options 
That Work For You

              
              
                
                  
                    

                    PAY NOW

                    12 Equal Payments On Qualifying Purchases†

                    36 Equal Payments On Qualifying Purchases†

                  

                  
                    MACHINE

                    
                      GBP1499.00
                    

                    
                      GBP1499.00
                    

                    
                      GBP1499.00
                    

                  

                  
                    SUBSCRIPTION

                    Included 
($396 value)

                    
                    Included 
($396 value)

                    1st year included 
($396 value)

                  

                  
                    Total

                    
                        GBP1499.00
                    

                    
                      GBP125
                      /mo - 0% APR for 12 Months With Equal Payments
(Total GBP1499.00)
                    

                    
                      GBP42
                      /mo - 0% APR for 36 Months With Equal Payments
(Total GBP1499.00)
                      
                        Other repayment periods and subscription offers are available. Please call 888-308-9616 to learn more.
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              Payment Options 
That Work For You

              
              
                
                  
                    

                    PAY NOW


                    36 Equal Payments On Qualifying Purchases†

                  

                  
                    MACHINE

                    
                      GBP1499.00
                    

                    
                      GBP1499.00
                    

                  

                  
                    SUBSCRIPTION

                    3-Years Included 
($1,188 value)

                    3-Years Included 
($1,188 value)

                  

                  
                    Total

                    
                        GBP1499.00
                    


                    
                      GBP42
                      /mo - 0% APR for 36 Months With Equal Payments
(Total GBP1499.00)
                      
                        Other repayment periods and subscription offers are available. Please call 888-308-9616 to learn more.
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      Payment Options 
That Work For You

        
          
            

            PAY NOW

            
          

          
            MACHINE

            
              GBP1499.00
            

            
          

          
            SUBSCRIPTION

              30-day iFIT trial included 
$39/mo
cancel anytime

            
          

          
            Total

            GBP1499.00
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              United Kingdom
              Site Last Updated on
              05 Apr 2024
              Copyright ©
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              iFIT Inc.
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